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Bursting with the enticing and varied flavors of the seven culinary regions of Spain, this new
cookbook by the most knowledgeable American expert on Spanish cuisine takes readers on a
gastronomic journey filled with new discoveries. Over 400 recipes. of color photos.

From Publishers WeeklyCasas (Discovering Spain; Tapas) continues her thorough exploration of
Spanish cooking with this superbly organized and definitive cookbook. For each region of the
country she chooses a specialty. For example, labeling the Southeastern coast as the "Region of
the Rices," she includes a history of rice growing in Spain and of the area, as well as brief
overviews on such related topics as paella and saffron. Chatty, engaging and full of detail, the
book could easily double as a travel (or at least restaurant) guide. The recipes are outstanding.
In that same chapter there are 14 rice dishes, none repetitive and all tempting, from a simple
and classic Rice with Greens to the more complex Vegetable Paella with Mint-Scented
Meatballs. Each regional section contains "Notes on Regional Wines." Casas does not hesitate
to challenge the home cook with unusual fare, such as Black Sausage with Raisins and Pine
Nuts, or with unfamiliar techniques, such as soaking bacalao in cold water for two to three days
in the recipe for Dried Cod in Onion and Red Pepper Puree. The rewards, however, are rich and
varied.Copyright 1996 Reed Business Information, Inc.From Library JournalCasas, the author of
Tapas (LJ 9/15/85) and two other books about Spain, is an authority on Spanish cuisine. Here
she explores the traditional cooking of the country's diverse regions, including the Canary
Islands. She devotes a separate chapter to tapas before turning to northern Spain, "Region of
the Sauces," Catalunya, "Region of the Casseroles," and the rest of the country, providing more
than 400 recipes in all. There are notes on regional wines, boxes on such topics as cooking with
salt cod, and thoughtful, informative headnotes accompanying the mouth-watering recipes.
"Mediterranean cooking" has been wildly popular for several years, but it is only recently that the
term has really come to refer to cuisines beyond those of Italy and southern France, making
Casas's cookbook, one of the few on Spain, particularly timely. An essential purchase.Copyright
1996 Reed Business Information, Inc.From BooklistSpain might seem like neighboring suburbs
thanks to this author's wonderful culinary introduction to each of Spain's seven regions. Sidebars
delight and inform about such topics as the saltiness of salt cod, the anonymity of Spanish
sherry wine vinegar, the diversity of gazpacho, and the versatility of the tortilla-cum-potato
omelet. Readers will find more than 400 simple but authentic dishes to re-create. Barbara
JacobsReviewThe regional cooking of Spain is explored in sixty new recipes for tapas and
unusual local dishes not to be found in many Spanish cookbooks available to Americans. From a
mint-scented meatball dish with vegetable paella to an unusual sweet spinach custard and
many fish choices, this is packed with wonderful fare recommended for experienced home



cooks. -- Midwest Book ReviewFrom the Inside FlapBursting with the enticing and varied flavors
of the seven culinary regions of Spain, this new cookbook by the most knowledgeable American
expert on Spanish cuisine takes readers on a gastronomic journey filled with new discoveries.
Over 400 recipes. of color photos.About the AuthorPenelope Casas teaches courses on Spain
at New York University.Read more
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Paella!: Spectacular Rice Dishes From Spain



B. Marold, “Excellent, Entertaining Survey of Regional Spanish Cuisine. `Delicioso!' and `Paella!'
are leading Spanish cuisine writer Penelope Casas' latest books, following her similar pair,
`Tapas' and `The Food and Wine of Spain'. In many ways, the later books are more similar to one
another than they are to the earlier books. Both concentrate on regional cuisines. While the
paella is certainly made throughout Spain, the dish originated in Valencia with many other rice
dishes, described in `Delicioso!' as `region of the rices'.Similarly, while `Delicioso!' covers all of
Spain, it is not, like `The Food and Wine of Spain', a work which is intended to touch all aspects
of the country's cuisine, although it is an excellent supplement to the earlier work. Since
`Delicioso!' is organized by region and `The Food...' is organized by type of dish, they are like the
warp and weft of the same piece of cloth. While the latter book provides the support and
strength, giving us all the details about technique, ingredients, and wines, the former book
enlivens the discussion by going into depth on selected regional specialities such as four
different Tortilla Espanola recipes from Andalucia (Sevilla, Granada, Cadiz, Cordoba, Gibraltar)
on the southwestern corner of Spain, which Casas baptizes as `The Region of Fried Foods &
Gazpachos'. This chapter may give the historically naïve a notion that the Spanish Celts
somehow brought a love of potatoes to Spain. The fact is exactly the opposite, as it was the
Spanish who introduced the potato to Europe, specifically through the ports of Cadiz and
Granada rather than the spud's coming from Ireland into northern Celtic Spain of Galicia.Casas
dubs Galicia as `The Region of the Sauces', which is entirely appropriate as it is very close
culinarily and geographically to France. The other most important aspect of Galician cuisine is its
seafood. Aside from being a coastal province, it benefits from deep fjord which harbor a much
wider variety of species than can be found on less variegated coasts. It also shares with close
neighbor Portugal a tradition of sailing far afield, as far as the Grand Banks off Newfoundland to
fish for cod and trade in bacalao (salted, dried cod).The provinces of Aragon and Navarra in the
interior border with France in the northeast (location of Pamplona and Zaragoza) are named
`Region of the Peppers'. But, one thing that strikes me as I go through this book is how pervasive
certain foods are throughout Spanish cuisine. Every region makes heavy use of sweet peppers,
especially in the form of pimiento and paprika. While Aragon is `...Peppers', the recipe for stuffed
pepper is in the chapter on `...Sauces'. As of this reading, I have not yet sensed a great divide as
there is between northern and southern Italy. I do not hold this against Casas' culinary expertise
of against this book, as I am entranced by the variety of the recipes within the world of important
Spanish products.The most interesting aspect of the `Region of the Casseroles', Spain's
southeastern Mediterranean coast of Catalunya (including major port Barcelona) is in the
cooking in Spanish earthenware. This is the point at which I regret that Ms. Casas was not more
photographically oriented, as a book based on location would be well served by a decent
number of photographs, including some nice snaps of these earthenware cookpots. As the
region closest to Provence and Northern Italy, I sense a lot of similarity in the use of garlic,



greens, bread, and thick soups. In fact, I am constantly amazed by how much garlic shows up in
Spanish recipes. The eight (8) to sixteen (16) cloves specified for some recipes would make a
Sicilian blanche.Landlocked central Spain of Castilla, Extremadura, and Castilla-La Mancha
(including Madrid, Salamanca, Segovia, and Guadalupe) is baptized as the `Region of the
Roasts'. I am quite surprised, after seeing recipe after recipe and paean after paean to tapas,
Tortilla Espanola, and paella, to find this chapter identifying the Cocido, `a meal-in-a-pot' based
on chickpeas, vegetables, and meats, that has been praised in poetry and lauded in popular
song...' as the `National Dish' of Spain. This in spite of the fact that the recipes look remarkably
like the French Cassolet, with a few changes in ingredients. But then, this is why we don't limit
our culinary reading to `The Joy of Cooking'. Having said that, I am surprised that Casas gives
us but a single recipe for cocido. What I do see is more recipes for potatoes, eggs, leafy green
vegetables, and asparagus. The roasts of the region are primarily lamb, pig, and chicken, heavy
on braising and marinading.The southeastern Spain of Valencia is, obviously, `The Region of the
Rices', the home of the paella and saffron. Amazingly, it was not the Romans (who introduced
olives and grapes to Hispania) but the Moors who introduced rice and the irrigation techniques
needed to cultivate it to Valencia. I will say much more about paella in my review of the book
`Paella!' but I do note that Casas does not duplicate any specific recipes across the two books,
although there are many similar recipes, as seafood, game, meat, and mixed paella recipes
appear in both books.The previously mentioned `Region of Fried Foods' also happens to be the
region of Sherry and Sherry vinegar. This means that sherry vinegar is a much more important
ingredient in Andalucia than in most other parts of Spain.The last region and the one closest to
the New World is the Canary Islands, fittingly entitled `The Region of the Mojos'. This is
appropriate as it gives a subtle link to the cuisine of Mexico. Casas and other writers often point
out that there are few similarities between the cuisines of Spain and Mexico, but there are some,
and the spicy dipping sauces of the Canaries are one hint of the overlap.If your cookbook shelf
is limited, get `Delicioso!'. If you are a paella fanatic, get `Paella!', but consider both.”

Courteney, “Truly Tasty and Authentic. I purchased this cookbook because I already had one of
Penelope Casas' earlier works - Foods and Wines of Spain, and I wanted to try a new cookbook
while visiting in the US. As it turns out, these recipes are just as authentic and easy to follow. My
hosts have been delighted with the Spanish meals that I've prepared over the last few weeks
with foodstuff that I brought with me. I must admit, though, I prefer the other cookbook by Casas.
It is more of a Betty Crocker's or Better Homes and Gardens for Spanish cuisine, with everyday
run-of-the-mill dishes that just happen to be delicioso, especially if you follow the recipes to the
letter. Then again, Delicioso has loads of information about ingredients, utensils and cooking
techniques not contained in F&W. I recommend that you buy them BOTH!”

C. Ledger, “Another Great Book by Casas. I was first introduced to Penelope Casas' books
several years back when a friend gave me "The Foods and Wine of Spain". I have been hooked



since. Her recipes are always on target and delicious. A particular focus of this book is the
regional differences in Spanish cuisine. From the Moorish influenced lamb and melon stew to
the Catalan garlic chicken, Casas covers the cuisine deliciously. I use this book regularly and
have followed its suggestions on restaurants and tapas bars when visiting Spain.”

Suggie, “Four Stars. Great collection of recipes, no pictures. If you like to see the dishes, skip
this one.”

*Anon*, “Lots of fun recipes    . Lots of fun recipes    ”

KBS, “Such a good read - the side stories as well as the .... Such a good read - the side stories
as well as the recipes. I haven't made any of the recipes as yet but I can tell they will work from
the ingredients/quantities (went to culinary school).”

Anthony84, “great Spanish cookbook. i am now a Spanish Ninja Chef thanks to this book.”

TONY MORPHETT, “Penelope Casa is a star, a queen of Spanish .... Penelope Casa is a star, a
queen of Spanish cooking and we eat out of her books all the time. I can't speak highly enough
of her work.”

Cassis47, “Noone who loves food should be without this book.. I love Spanish food and this is
my all time favourite cook book. This is the 3rd copy I have purchased. All recipes work perfectly.”

LInze, “this is one of the best.. Casas is a definitive interpreter for regional Spanish food. She
has demonstrated her depth of knowledge in sharing the recipes contained in this reference
book. If one Spanish book of recipes is required, this is one of the best.”

The book by Penelope Casas has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 35 people have provided feedback.
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